Theater of War is an innovative public health project that presents readings of ancient Greek plays as a catalyst for town hall discussions about the challenges faced by service members, veterans, and their caregivers and families today. Using Sophocles’ plays to forge a common vocabulary for openly discussing the impact of war on individuals, families, and communities, these events are aimed at generating compassion and understanding between diverse audiences. Each performance is followed by community panelist remarks and a facilitated town hall discussion.

→ DATE:  Thursday, September 7, 2017
→ TIME:  7:00pm - 9:00pm
→ LOCATION:  The Patricia Corbett Theater College-Conservatory of Music University of Cincinnati Cincinnati, OH 45219

ADMISSION IS FREE. SEATING IS LIMITED.
QUESTIONS? PLEASE CONTACT: lauren.ginsberg@uc.edu

TRANSLATED, DIRECTED & FACILITATED BY BRYAN DOERRIES

This event is made possible through the generous support and partnership of: the Office of the Provost, the Department of Classics, the CCM Harmony Fund: Challenging Hate and Prejudice through Performing Arts, the TAFT Research Center, the Helen Weinberger Center for the study of Drama and Playwriting, and the A&S Deans Office.

Visit www.theaterofwar.com and www.facebook.com/TheaterofWar